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By SARAH RAMIREZ

In a move intended to financially stabilize the company, electric automaker Tesla is adapting its retail strategies and
moving car sales entirely online.

As a result, the U.S. automaker now faces the challenge of selling luxury electric vehicles sight unseen. The shift to
ecommerce exclusivity comes as Tesla announced its entry-level Model 3 will now be priced starting at $35,000.

"While online car buying has gained traction with the likes of [online-only used car dealer] Carvana, consumers are
able to test drive the vehicles they are interested in elsewhere," said Julie Blackley, communications manager at
iSeeCars, Woburn, MA. "With Tesla, potential buyers may not have access to the cars they are interested in
beforehand and will be making the purchase blindly.

"Tesla has been undisputed until recently in the luxury EV market with the introduction of the Jaguar I-Pace, and
more luxury automakers are launching similar vehicles in the near future," she said. "Consumers might opt for a
vehicle they can test drive beforehand rather than purchasing a car they have never driven."

Changing course
Telsa's latest announcement follows earlier news that the automaker would be cutting its full-time staff by 7 percent
in an effort to make the Model 3 more accessible. In a statement released on Jan. 18, CEO Elon Musk explained that
the company grew its staff by 30 percent last year, which it cannot support as it seeks to scale up (see story).

Though no exact timeline was revealed, the majority of Tesla stores will close in the coming months as the
automaker works to reduce its marketing and sales spend. Focusing on ecommerce sales will significantly reduce
the company's overhead costs.

"Why has this taken so long?" said Fred Reffsin, president of Brandgrowth, a New York-based brand strategy firm.
"They already sell vehicles online.

"I think the bigger challenge will be managing expectations," he said. "Can they deliver on all we have grown
accustomed to as an ecommerce platform, with all of the benefits, and can avoid the trap as simply a car dealer that
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has changed their distribution model?"

Tesla CEO Elon Musk. Image credit: Wikimedia

In 2018, 78 percent of all Model 3 orders were made online, according to a memo sent by Mr. Musk and obtained by
CNBC.

Tesla's Web site allows customers to essentially design their own vehicles, and provides real-time quotes. Drivers
have the ability to chose from a select number of options for each car's exterior color, wheels, interior layout,
driving range and additional features.

Customers that do not want to wait for custom deliveries have the option to purchase an inventory or showroom
vehicle.

"Tesla has tapped into a desire by consumers for improving the customer experience," said Michelle Krebs,
executive analyst at Autotrader, Detroit. "Most consumers are dissatisfied with the [car-buying] experience and have
quickly taken to ordering everything else online."

As Tesla reduces its physical footprint, the automaker is expanding its customer service offerings. This includes
working to provide same-day, and potentially same-hour service, with technicians traveling to drivers whenever
possible.

"Tesla's biggest obstacle seems to be its reliability issues, and they are looking to address that by investing to ramp
up their service centers," Ms. Blackley said. "If Tesla sees a decline, it will likely be due to its new competition rather
than its closing of its  physical locations."

The automaker is also adapting its return policy to reflect the shift away from retail stores, which reduces
opportunities for test drives.

Eighty-two percent of customers purchased a Model 3 without completing a test drive, according to Mr. Musk's
memo. Once a Tesla model is delivered, drivers now have a window of seven days or 1,000 miles to return the
vehicle for a full refund.

"In some sense, Tesla has addressed the desire for the test drive by providing a refund after seven days,"
Autotrader's Ms. Krebs said. "However, it still requires the customer to actually buy the car and, if they don't want it,
deal with returning it and getting the refund."

The carmaker has already faced criticism from customers who have experienced long wait times after requesting
refunds on vehicle deposits, as reported by Bloomberg.
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Customers can customize their vehicles on the Tesla Web site

This updated return policy could also lead to other complications.

"What are they going to do with the returns? Reset the odometer and sell it as new? Sell it as used?" said Paula
Rosenblum, managing partner at RSR Research, Miami. "Or does the company think that people will be fine paying
the same money for a previously owned Tesla than one that hasn't yet left the building?

"Teslas are not nearly ubiquitous enough versus traditional used cars, and I just think the risk is tremendous for
Tesla," she said.

Opportunity cost
From its inception, Tesla's business model has revolved around selling directly to consumers, rather than retailing
its cars through third-party dealerships. The automaker does plan to keep select stores in high-traffic locations open
as galleries, showcases and information centers.

Previously, Tesla had played with the traditional dealership format through retail placements.

A first-of-its -kind Tesla Gallery at Nordstrom was based on the brand's existing showroom design, reinterpreted to fit
a smaller square footage. Consumers were able to interact with displays or build their ideal Model X by combining
trim and interior options in a Tesla Design Studio (see story).

"Tesla stores have been great at luring in both potential buyers and those just looking," said David Undercoffler,
editor in chief of Autolist, San Francisco. "This has helped expand the brand's reach since it's  allowed your average
consumer to experience just how different a Tesla is.

"Losing brick-and-mortar stores will deprive Tesla of this opportunity," he said.

While automotive experts are split on how successful Tesla's expanded ecommerce strategy will be, it is  clear that
experiences are still valuable to carmakers and drivers alike.

"Tesla will have to face the challenges necessary to change buying behavior, breaking the touch, feel, test drive
habit," Brandgrowth's Mr. Reffsin said.

According to a recent report from Cox Automotive and Automotive News, brand perception, product range and
customer loyalty are among the factors that can have a positive or negative impact on a dealer. Although the
automotive industry has seen an evolution in digital strategies, in-person experiences remain essential for affluent
drivers.

Despite receiving high marks from customers regarding loyalty and perception, U.S. automaker Tesla placed 13th
out of 14 brands. Tesla received a failing grade for product offerings and a C+ for age of offerings (see story).

Other premium automakers are going in new directions to get more consumers in the driver's seat.

From pop-ups to exclusive test drives, more automakers are taking luxury experiences to a new level. While some
are geared towards current owners, other experiences are meant to make high-end vehicles more accessible (see
story).

"They want to go to a brick-and-mortar store for the fun parts of the process: the test drive, the test drive' of the
vehicle's technology and the delivery," Autotrader's Ms. Krebs said.
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